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1. Description of the strategy

2. Why microfinance

The objective of the fund is seeking steady high income by investing in microfinance and car sharing across 

selected emerging countries along the Silk Road. In order to acquire microfinance and car sharing exposure, the 

fund collaborates exclusively with Mikro Kapital (https://mikrokapital.com/) being one of the most active and 

attractive microfinance institutions operating along the Silk Road

The fund allows for a balanced investment in equity and debt instruments of microfinance institutions and 

gives access to a market with considerable entrance barriers that is growing and offers an attractive risk-return 

profile. The entrance barriers result from the necessity of local roots and know-how which are an indispensable 

prerequisite to operate in the microfinance market in developing countries. Both requirements are provided by 

Mikro Kapital’s local offices and expertise. The fund is open with an unlimited duration and provides investors 

access to a low volatility and fairly uncorrelated asset class inducing diversification opportunities.

Microfinance is a type of banking service provided to low-income individuals or entities who otherwise would 

have restricted access to financial services. Within the definition of microfinance, there are two different business 

models. Most of microfinance operators are disbursing loans to individuals, to allow them to have access to 

consumer lending products. A minority of more specialised microfinance institutions are disbursing loans to micro 

and small entrepreneurs who use the money to invest in their businesses, to purchase technical equipment, raw 

materials, vehicles, or goods. Mikro Kapital with its refinancing vehicle Mikro Kapital Fund A finances exclusively 

entrepreneurial activities.

Due to the high market entrance barriers and the incompleteness of the market, microfinance is one of the remaining 

asset classes that promises a high return though belonging to the moderate risk class. The yields on micro loans 

are typically above 20% p.a. hence very attractive. The high yield level on micro loans is mainly caused by the short 

duration of the loan and the high yield level in the economies in which the loan is granted. For example, consider 

a carpenter who was able to acquire a significant project relative to the size of its undertaking. Unfortunately, the 

carpenter is not able to pay in advance the necessary raw materials to carry out the contract and approaches one of 

Mikro Kapital’s microfinance institutions for a loan. The microfinance institution is willing to grant a collateralised loan 

of EUR 10,000 for two months. At maturity and hence after completion of the project, the carpenter has to return EUR 

10,400. This seems to be a fair deal for both parties. However, the annualised return on that loan is 26.5% and since 

microfinance institutions grant many of these loans, they earn such returns on an annual basis.

The above example illustrates the main characteristics of an investment in microfinance:

• attractive returns due to market entrance barriers;

• impact investing: the aim to generate a measurable and beneficial social impact alongside a financial return;

• investment in the real economy instead of betting on global financial markets; 

• low volatility through diversification.

3. Why is car sharing and microfinance similar?

Besides microfinance, the fund invests in car sharing, too. In fact, car sharing is nothing else than micro leasing on 

a per-minute basis with a very positive effect on the environment due to responsible consumption through sharing. 

The car sharing business also fits to the idea of assisting micro entrepreneurs in doing their business, since in 

developing countries micro entrepreneurs are not able to afford cars but depend critically on mobility.
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4. Investment policy

5. Why Mikro Kapital Fund A for microfinance

The fund’s mission is contributing to building a sustainable world by investing in responsible businesses in 

developing countries. The basis for this is the belief that there is a real need in many developing markets to 

improve their living standards and close their gap with the developed world. The objective is to position the fund  

close to micro, small, and medium enterprises (“SME”) which are creditworthy, with high growth potential, and 

considerable social impact, since they form the basis of the socio-economic development.

To achieve the mission, investments of the fund  must fulfil the following criteria:

1. financial profitability;

2. development impact;

3. limited disadvantageous impact on the environment;

4. mature corporate governance.

Apart from some minor cash positions, the fund currently holds equity-linked notes (ELNs) on the performance 

of the main refinancing vehicle of Mikro Kapital. The ELNs can be decomposed into a bond component and a call 

option on the performance of Mikro Kapital, hence the fund and its investors not only receive a fixed income but 

participate according to the economic success of the portfolio companies of Mikro Kapital.

The aim of the fund is financing sustainable growth of SMEs and generating future wealth for these entrepreneurs 

and their economies. The fund does not finance consumer lending since consumer lending just anticipates future 

consumption and has no development impact. Moreover, the risk of consumer lending exceeds the risk of financing 

entrepreneurs since businesses have a clearer idea of how to repay loans.

Due to the unique assets of the fund that promise a fixed income plus a participation on the profits generated 

by Mikro Kapital, the fund is expected to show a low volatility and to generate not at least as a consequence of 

the low cost structure attractive returns. In contrast to other funds specialising in microfinance, this fund relies on 

the cooperation with a selected microfinance institution that looks back on an impressive 13-year success story. 

This unique collaboration has enabled the fund to keep intermediary costs in the investment process low, which 

is reflected in a low total expense ratio, beating competing products by a factor of 2 to 3. The classification as 

impact investment is obvious but was also confirmed by Mirko Kapital by signing the United Nations Principles for 

Responsible Investments.

Fixed income components

Coupon

Fixed:

Coupon

Redemption amount

Maturity

Typically call action on the 

performance of Mikro Fund (Lux) 

before costs

Equity components

α *max{return index index - coupon;0}

Equity linked notes
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6. Who is BFMB

BENDURA FUND MANAGEMENT BETA AG (BFMB) is a financial boutique specialised in Alternative investments 

and is based in Liechtenstein. BFMB offers a complete package of services ranging from consulting and structuring 

to operating Alternative Investment Funds in its capacity as a state-licensed Alternative Investment Fund Manager 

under the AIFM Directive of the European Union.

7. Who is Mikro Kapital Group SARL

Launched in 2008 by Vincenzo Trani and Giorgio Parola, Mikro Kapital is focused on the use of microfinance 

techniques for investing in small businesses across emerging areas of the world, especially in developing countries 

in Europe and in Central Asia.

The Group’s mission is to judiciously target economic growth in the countries where it operates, by ensuring 

financial flows to niche markets considered safe and profitable. It also supplies know-how, avoid speculation, and 

supports, where it is possible, the continuous growth of small and medium sized businesses.

The idea behind Mikro Kapital is to finance small businesses in emerging areas of the world at the current rates, 

gathering funds from European professional investors, through the issuance of bonds in Luxembourg.

Mikro Kapital has been expanding over the past decade to reach a portfolio of activities in excess of 985 mio 

EUR. Currently it is present in 15 countries and 250 Portfolio Companies (Headquarters and their operative offices), 

which positions Mikro Kapital as one of the leading Microfinance Institutions in the region. Mikro Kapital is a 

signatory of the PRI and is committed to minimize the negative impacts and ESG risks of our investments. 

Furthermore the group is focused to contribute to some of the Social Development Goals of the United Nations.
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For more information visit: www.mikrokapital.com

“The fund is intended for professional investors only and the fund units are not permitted to be marketed to retail
investors.”

The information in this presentation relates to MIKRO KAPITAL FUND SICAV, sub-fund MIKRO KAPITAL FUND A, 
a collective investment undertaking managed by BENDURA FUND MANAGEMENT BETA AG (“BFMB”), Schaaner 
Strasse 27, 9487 Gamprin-Bendern, Principality of Liechtenstein.

Distribution in European Union takes place exclusively to qualified and institutional investors. The marketing partner 
for distribution of the uni fund in selected European Union countries is IKS-Impakt Kapital 3RD floor Ulysses House, 
Foley Street, Dublin1, Ireland.

Fund type

Manager of the AIF (AIFM)

AIF under Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (AIFMD)

BENDURA FUND MANAGEMENT BETA AG

Launch date

Legal structure

15.07.2019

Investment company with variable capital (SICAV)

Total Assets 

Country of incorporation

> 129.25 million EUR 

Principality of Liechtenstein

Currency

Valutation date

EUR

Each last day of a calendar quarter

Subscriptions

Trade date

Quarterly (extraordinary subscription dates possible)

Up to four months after valuation date

Redemptions

Settlement date

Quarterly

Three bank working days after trade date

Lock-in period

Depositary

Investment policy

Unit class

Classes

Accumulating

Distributing

Accumulating

Distributing

Ongoing ordinary

Institutional

LI0556461700

LI0556461718

LI0556461726

LI0556461734

2.48%

1.48%

Professional

Professional

Institutional

Institutional

Max 5%

Max 3%

25,000 EUR

500,000 EUR

ISIN

Total expense ratio

Marketing type

Subscription fee Minimum investment

Open from

01.10.2020

01.10.2020

01.10.2020

01.10.2020

Notice period

Auditor

Sales Countries

12 months

BENDURA BANK AG

Investments in the economic success of Mikro Kapital Group SARL and subsidiaries

6 months

PricewaterhouseCoopers Ltd. (Switzerland)

AUT, BEL, CHE, CZE, ESP, FIN, FRA, GBR, GER, IRE, ITA, LIE, LUX, MLT, NLD, POR, ROM, SWE

MIKRO KAPITAL FUND A - Fund facts

http://www.mikrokapital.com



